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A recently published paper describes the development of the Indiana
Sickle Cell Data Collection program and presents the most detailed
reporting on the prevalence and geographic distribution of persons living
with sickle cell disease in the state. The program is one of only a handful
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of sickle cell data collection programs in the U.S. and is believed to be
the only one incorporating data from a statewide health information
exchange.

Using deidentified data, the program detected 1,695 persons in Indiana
with sickle cell disease. Median age was 21 years and 87 percent were
Black. A majority resided within metropolitan counties including those
home to Indianapolis and Gary.

This baseline information and the program's future surveillance efforts
will help inform clinical care, identify gaps in coverage and access to
care and provide guidance for legislators, community-based
organizations and others. It may also potentially decrease healthcare
deserts, emergency department utilization and other burdens for
individuals and the healthcare system.

In addition to electronic health record data from the Indiana Network for
Patient Care, which contains information on more than 20 million
patients throughout the state and is one of the nation's largest health
information exchanges, Medicaid data from the Indiana Family and
Social Services Administration; clinical data from the Indiana
Hemophilia and Thrombosis Center, which cares for many persons with
sickle cell disease; and public health data from the Indiana Department
of Health were linked.

Regenstrief Institute contributed data analysis expertise and provided
guidance on use of the data to support public health surveillance. This
process will continue on an annual basis.

The Indiana Network for Patient Care is managed by the Indiana Health
Information Exchange and is one of the largest health information
exchanges in the nation. Regenstrief created the INPC and provides
access to data for research purposes.
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"What's new and different about our registry is that we use the Indiana
Network for Patient Care data to help identify cases that would not
normally show up in resources that the other states have used, enabling
more comprehensive anonymous identification of cases throughout
Indiana," said Regenstrief Institute and Indiana University Fairbanks
School of Public Health researcher Brian Dixon, Ph.D., MPA, a co-
author of the study.

"These cases include individuals who did not receive screening at birth
for various reasons, individuals moving into Indiana, some individuals
who are receiving care for sickle cell disease from primary care
physicians or others who have fallen out of care."

"Managing sickle cell disease is a challenge. Prevalence and surveillance
data can be used to identify where there are groups of patients in the
state that need access to specialized healthcare. This will enable our
partners in state government to look at where there may be unmet needs
that can be addressed to help this population. Healthcare systems, payors
and others are also interested," Dr. Dixon noted.

States commonly maintain registries for chronic diseases including
cancer and diabetes but not sickle cell disease. The new Indiana Sickle
Cell Data Collection program is supported by the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.

Later this year, Regenstrief Institute plans to unveil a publicly available
interactive sickle cell disease dashboard that will enable interested
individuals, community organizations, healthcare providers and others to
track the prevalence of sickle cell disease in Indiana by county and
understand the health behaviors of those living with the disease.

The findings are published in the journal Public Health Reports.
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  More information: Amanda I. Okolo et al, Increasing Visibility of
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